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Canada's Capital Carving Competition 2012 

Presented by

The 25th annual Canada’s Capital Carving Competition, was almost not held when Landsdown Park was in the process of being rebuilt and future 

Ottawa Woodworking Shows were cancelled.   

 

Under the major sponsorship of Lee Valley and supported by many local businesses, a very successful event was staged by the Outaouais Wood 

Carvers (OWC) club on November 16, 17 and 18, 2012 at the Best Western Plus - Macies Hotel in Ottawa. 

 

A strong number of entries (166 carvings and pyrography) by 87 carvers from Montreal, Toronto, Gatineau and Eastern Ontario areas, along with 

OWC club members, gave the judges a difficult time to pick the “best” in many categories. 

Best in Show

The entry that was judged “ ” was exceptional, both in size, 

craftsmanship, detail, and its unique choice of theme was the entry of 

Tony Endhoven, depicting panels detailing the participation of Canadian 

Armed Forces in wars over the years.  Going back to the War of 1812 and 

the Boer War, along with the panels dedicated to the First and Second 

World War were outstanding.  Particularly touching was the simple panel 

depicting a soldier with a small child in Afghanistan.  Each of these panels 

could have stood alone to win recognition and prizes in competition. 
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Best in Show

 

Remembrence by Tony Endhoven
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Judges Sentimental Choice

A couple of paddlers in a canoe, vigorously guiding their loaded craft over 

rapids was a carving admired for the detail.  You can see this detail in close-

up photos, but missed in the actual carving because it is so small. When 

Raymond Lefebvre came up to receive his prize for  the “

” award it was evident that he was the controlling paddler in the stern 

of the canoe with his wife reacting to potential danger in the bow.  Carvers 

will appreciate how difficult it is to achieve such realistic detail in very small 

facial carvings. “ ” truly deserved special recognition. 

 

Second Best In Show

OWC member Marcel Joanisse 

was “ ” 

with another of his 

outstanding chip carving 

masterpieces. This entry was 

a decorated box that was 

admired time and time 

again.  There was so much in 

this outstanding work that 

you saw more and more to be 

admired every time you went 

back to see it. 

 

Third Best In Show

The “ ” was an Owl, carved 

by Yvan Dufour.  It was so finely textured that 

people were tempted to touch the feathers to 

see if it really was a carved piece of wood!  The 

carving and painting was exceptional and was 

selected by the judges from a group of equally 

exceptional pieces. 

 

Best In Pyrography

The “  entry 

was a very large “

” depiction on a full 

sized (slightly over six feet 

high) coffin lid. In spite of its 

size, there was a great deal of 

detail and superb 

workmanship, and just blew 

away our smaller efforts. This 

outstanding work was created 

by Jean-Francois Burton. 

 

Second Best in Show

Third Best in Show

Best in Pyrography”

Angel of 

Death

Judges Sentimental 

Choice

Canoteurs

 

Boite de colifichets by Marcel Joanisse

Owl by Yvan Dufour Angel of Death by Jean-Francois Burton

Canoteurs by Raymond Lefebvre
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Division Winners

The OWC is a very active club based in Ottawa and many members pitched in to make this carving competition a success. Whereas, all volunteers 

are thanked, special recognition must go to Sylvain Bazinet and John Peters who co-chaired and co-ordinated the efforts of our members to produce 

an outstanding show. 

Sponsors
OWC gratefully acknowledges the following sponsors for their support

 
Nous by Jean Bouchard

 
Looking at You by Robert Hayman

 
Fishes by Ray Tourangeau

 
Santa by Fred Crowe

 
Wolf by Fred Crowe

 
Wolf by Sue MacCullum

 
Kingfisher by Sue MacCullum

 
Ferme by Andre Dusablon

 
Human Head and Brid by Jean 

Bouchard

 
Naissance a venire by Marie-Rose 

Dube

 
Old Car by Andy Thomson

 
Illusion by Lee Anne Scott

 
Whooping Cranes by Phil Glover
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Presenting Sponsor

Major Sponsors

Best In Division Sponsors

Event Sponsors

Web Hosting by Netfirms

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Wood Source 

Wood-N-Feathers 

Dura-Grit 

The Ottawa Citizen 

KJP Select Hardwoods 

Snow Goose 

KV Wood Carving Supplies 

Canadian Woodworking Magazine 

Clarence Creek Wood Select 

R&D Band Saw 

Fan Carvers World 
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